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BROOMS
Our professional grade angle brooms and corn brooms are designed to provide efficient 
sweeping, reaching into corners, along base boards or into hard-to-reach areas for fast, 
effective cleaning. Available in sizes for all needs, from small stores to warehouses.

Item # Size Bristle Type
Handle
Material

Bristle
Trim

Bristle
Color

Case 
Pack

E500000 8˝ x 351/2˝ Flagged Polypropylene Wood 4˝ - 5˝ Natural 12

LOBBY BROOMS

B]  ANGLED LOBBY BROOM
Angled lobby broom with flagged polypropylene bristles, black plastic 
frame and 7⁄8˝ diameter wood handle. Bristle length is from 4 to 5 inches.

B]

E500000

C]

E503600

Item #
Hopper 

Dimensions
Broom

Dimensions Color
Case
Pack

812C 12˝ x 10˝ x 6˝ 8˝ x 35˝ Black 1

A]

812C

C]  SYNTHETIC LOBBY BROOM
At 35˝ high, this broom is perfectly sized for use with our lobby dustpan. 
Stiff, flagged, polypropylene bristles do an excellent job of collecting 
debris on floor surfaces ranging from carpet to tile.

Item # Size Bristle Type
Handle
Material

Bristle
Trim

Bristle
Color

Case 
Pack

E503600 8˝ x 35˝ Flagged Polypropylene Metal 4˝ Black 6

LOBBY DUST PAN & BROOM COMBOS

A]  LOBBY DUST PAN / SYNTHETIC BROOM SET
This is convenient set is perfect for tidying up in many areas. The lobby 
dust pan has a durable plastic hopper with a vinyl coated steel handle. 
Pan snap-locks in use and releases to dump or carry. Space saving 
hanger for storage. The true-edge of pan conforms to floor - no need for 
repeated sweeping. Serrated yoke provides area to “comb” debris from 
lobby broom. At 35˝ high, the companion broom is perfectly sized for 
use with this lobby dust pan. Stiff, flagged, polypropylene bristles do an 
excellent job of collecting debris on floor surfaces ranging from carpet 
to tile. 36.5˝ total height.


